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The Old Sutton High School (Sutton Grade School) stands on a hillside on the 
east side of North Hill Road at Sutton, the county seat of Braxton, in central 
West Virginia. The Victorian genre style red brick building is a tail, sym 
metrically proportioned composition whose early twentieth century eclectic 
elements emphasize its vertical mass.

A sense of height in the structure is achieved, apart from a siting above 
the street, by expansive wall surfaces whose tall, narrow, paired openings are 
set between a rock-face sandstone raised basement and a truncated hip roof. The 
steeply pitched wall dormers of the roof, that lend the building its essential 
character, are pierced at the side elevations with narrow paneled chimneys. The 
tympana of these side dormers feature quarterlight windows and simulated shingles 
of pressed tin. The front and rear elevation dormers are almost wholly filled 
with semi-circular lights. An essential vertical element of the front elevation 
is the three-story, truncated entrance tower whose openings at all levels are 
round-headed.

The well preserved exterior detailing of the Old Sutton High School is 
evidence of the skill of local masons. Corbeling of the brickwork cornices be 
neath the deeply projecting eaves and corbeling of stonework at the second story 
level of the tower form essential ornamentation of the wall surfaces. A rock- 
face beltcourse and water table are other typical period decorative devices.

Interior spaces are divided among eight rooms, a full basement, and a third 
floor auditorium. The four upper and four lower classrooms open onto a central 
hallway leading to a rear stairhall, whose four-flight stair appointed with well- 
preserved Victorian millwork provides access to all levels of the building above 
the basement. High, pressed tin ceilings throughout the old school building re 
tain the character and charm of the now rapidly disappearing early twentieth 
century American schoolhouse.

Most expansive of the spaces within the building is seen in the third floor 
auditorium that, while no longer in use, affords a glimpse of generally un 
altered seating and entertainment arrangements.

The Old Sutton High School building, measuring 68 feet on the front^and 64 
feet along the sides, commands a promontory approachable from the immediate 
downtown area. Integrity of both structural and architectural features is ex 
cellent, due largely to maintenance performed over the years. The construction 
of a metal-encased two-story fire escape at the south elevation, and the renova 
tion of the basement lunchroom and kitchen evince only minor but necessary 
alterations of the building. The concrete steps approaching the front^elevation 
from North Hill Road were recently covered with a corrugated metal awning. An 
unobtrusive, single-story block storage and janitorial addition is attached to 
the building at its rear (east) elevation.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Old Sutton High School, now Sutton Grade School, stands on a hillside a 
short distance from downtown Sutton, the county seat of Braxton, at the geographical 
center of West Virginia. The building is significant as a reflection of Button's 
historical community development, including its educational progress, and as a 
locally significant and well preserved example of vernacular Victorian architecture.

Following the settlement of the area by John D. Sutton about 1810, the growth 
of the community was very slow. Impetus for growth was evidenced, however, by 
the sale of lots after Braxton County was formed in 1836. Sutton grew slowly as 
a small county seat and minor retail, agricultural, and milling center. Even by 
1882, when a fine new brick courthouse was completed, Sutton was little more than 
a Main Street with a scattering of brick and frame buildings. It was not until the 
turn-of-the-century that railroads penetrated the region and extractive mineral and 
timber industries produced sufficient growth of population (of around 1,000) and 
wealth to support more sophisticated public services, including improved educational 
facilities.

From the statehood period to the turn-of-the-century Sutton supported a 
limited public "free" school system, in contrast to the system of the pre-Civil 
War period when groups of parents sponsored intermittent "subscription schools". 
The need for expansion and improvements in the schools was evident in 1905 when 
the Board of Education of the Independent School District of Sutton hired Mr. 
J. H. Patterson (a resident of Glen Roy, Ohio) as principal. Mr. Patterson, with 
assistance from Mr. H. 0. Fast, became an effective advocate through his educa 
tional column in the Braxton Democrat for a badly needed high school at Sutton.

The passage of a school board sponsored levy of $18,000.00 in February, 1906, 
permitted the Board of Education to publish a notice to contractors for the 
construction of a new high school. School commissioners Alfred Walker, W.S.P. 
Carper, and B. P, Hall hired Mr. C. C. Hawkins of Sutton and Mr. J. O. Chenoweth 
of Gassaway in Spring 1906, to begin work on the foundation and superstructure 
respectively. The plans of Sutton architect Will F. Davis, well known local 
builder, were adopted for the building. The new Sutton High School was completed 
by May, 1907, when principal Patterson, addressing the commencement of Sutton lower 
schools at the Opera House in an oration ripe with Victorian verbiage, stated:
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"There has been a need of room, of modern 
conveniences, but the board of education has 
acted for the people who have responded nobely 
to the call for a better building. On a hill 
stands a beautiful house soon to be dedicated 
to the cause of education. Its beauty should 
be an inspiration to a generation yet unborn. 
From it should go forth hundreds bettered and 
helped who will take up the battle against 
ignorance and sin, until the powers of darkness 
tremble."

Sutton High School graduated its first class in 1909. The twelve graduating 
members were addressed by an eminent professor of West Virginia University, 
Dr. Waitman Barbe, who delivered an oration entitled "Two Forces in the Develop 
ment of West Virginia". In its first years Sutton High School flourished under a 
complement of seven teachers. In 1907 the principal was paid $120.00 per month and 
the teachers or "assistants" received from $50.00 to $75.00 per month. With the 
construction of a new high school the Old Sutton High School became a grade 
school in the 1930s, and has served in this capacity until the present day (1979).

The security of the Old Sutton High School was taken for granted by the Sutton 
community until a 1978 proposal by the Braxton County Board of Education called 
for the building's demolition. A recent rescission of this order resulted from 
a community-wide recognition of the building's significance. The Old Sutton High 
School is one of the oldest in the state still in use as a school. Its early 
twentieth century eclectic design is a tangible local reference to the building 
fashion of a former time; it also recalls an important period of growth and 
maturity in the community of Sutton.

Sutton architect-builder, Will F. Davis, produced plans for a symmetrically 
detailed, nearly square, two-and-one-half story red brick building with a three- 
story entrance tower. Lending vertical emphasis to the design was a truncated 
hip roof pierced with gabled wall dormers whose openings were filled with semi 
circular windows. The high ceilings of the first and second floor hallways and 
of the four upper and four lower classrooms were sheathed in pressed tin. The 
ensuing three quarters of a century of use did not compromise the architectural 
integrity of this building thus preserving for the present generation a unique 
glimpse of an early twentieth century American schoolhouse, the numbers of which 
are now rapidly disappearing from the streetscapes of small towns and cities.
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Button High School produced a number of prominent alumni. Susan Fisher, a 
1922 graduate of S.H.S., attended the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, Julliard, 
Berlin Hochschule, and the Opera Comique, Paris. Mrs. Fisher sang with the 
Metropolitan Opera from 1935 to 1943, making her Met debut in Madame Butterfly 
in 1935. Mrs. Fisher sang in Europe six years before joining the Metropolitan, 
including several performances in Berlin attended by Adolph Hitler. Charleston 
writer Skip Johnson reports that Mrs. Fisher "cultivated her high soprano voice 
by calling the cows on her family's farm." One of her recollections of the 
Sutton school is a high bank above the building. "We lived nearby," she said, 
"and I could slide down the bank and get to school before the bell stopped ringing." 
Another S.H.S. alumnus, Dewey Fleming, who graduated in 1916, won a Pulitzer 
Prize for national reporting when he worked for the Baltimore Sun.

The Old Sutton High School is a local landmark that has directly touched 
the lives of many residents of the community. Its continued use and preservation 
is a goal now shared by both the people of Sutton and the board of education.
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and side elevations. Land fronting upon the building and extending to North 
Hill Road is also included in the nomination.


